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Automotive Filter Market

The automotive filters industry reached

US$ 16.7 Bn on the back of soaring

adoption of two-wheelers and passenger

cars worldwide.

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND, UNITED

STATES, November 23, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- As per the latest

intelligence report published by

Fact.MR, the automotive filters market

revenues will expand steadily between

2021 and 2031, following a CAGR of

4.5% and reaching US$ 27 Bn in value. As of 2021, the market is expected to be valued at above

US$ 17 Bn, on the back of recovering automotive sales.

Historical data suggests that the market expanded at over 3% from 2016-2020. The market

closed in at a value of US$ 16.7 Bn. Growth prospects remained contracted amid a general

slowdown in the automotive industry as well the recessionary impact induced by COVID-19. A

decline surpassing 5% was registered in global auto production according to International

Association of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers.

Fortunately, by 2025, the automotive filters market is expected to reach nearly US$ 24 Bn in

value, as prospects across the automotive sector eventually improve. Manufacturers are further

leveraging the ever tightening noose on environmental regulations, with governments

mandating installation of emission regulation apparatuses across commercial and personal

vehicles respectively.

According to a report by Fact.MR, the global automotive filter market is projected to register a

steady expansion at 5.2% CAGR through 2022. Fact.MR’s report estimates revenues from global

sales of automotive filters to increase from US$ 14,283.2 Mn in 2017 to US$ 18,383.8 Mn by

2022-end. Soaring adoption of two-wheeler vehicles, and increasing demand for passenger cars

are expected to sustain growth of the global automotive filter market. In addition, rapid

expansion of automotive sector, coupled with increasing disposable income of people is

http://www.einpresswire.com


expected to drive demand for automobiles, which in turn will influence growth of the global

automotive filter market,

For detailed insights on enhancing your product footprint, request for a sample here –

https://www.factmr.com/connectus/sample?flag=S&rep_id=33

Key Companies Profiled

Mann + Hummel GmbH

Cummins Inc.

Parker Hannifin Corporation

K&N Engineering Inc.

Toyota Boshoku Corporation

Donaldson Company Inc.

Hollingsworth and Vose Company

ALCO Filters Ltd.

MAHLE GmbH

Denso Corporation

Roki Co. Ltd.

7 Prospects of the Global Automotive Filter Market

Europe will remain the most lucrative region for automotive filters market. This growth is mainly

driven by surging requirement for productivity & efficiency, coupled with a thrust to

manufacturing activities in this region. In 2017, automotive filters sales in Europe are estimated

to hold over one-fourth share of the market, in terms of revenues.

Asia Pacific excluding Japan (APEJ) is projected to register the fastest expansion, in terms of

automotive filter sales, through 2022.

Sales of automotive filters in Middle East & Africa (MEA) and Japan are expected to exhibit a

sluggish expansion through 2022.

Cabin air filter will remain sought-after among products in the global automotive filter market.

Surging demand for cars with high efficiency, and soaring pollution levels around the globe,

especially in urban areas are factors fuelling demand for cabin air filters. Cabin air filter sales are

expected to exhibit the highest CAGR through 2022 in the market. In contrast, oil filter sales are

estimated to register a sluggish expansion through 2022. In terms of revenues, intake air filters

will continue to be the second largest product in the market.

Based on filter media, synthetic automotive filters are expected to remain preferred in the

market. Synthetic automotive filter sales are anticipated to exhibit an above-average CAGR, to

exceed revenues worth US$ 10,000 Mn by 2022-end. Synthetic automotive filters are expected to

account for nearly three-fourth market revenue share in 2017. Adoption of cellulose automotive

filters will continue to be sluggish throughout the forecast period.

Demand for passenger cars around the world is witnessing a rapid expansion, which in turn has

propelled demand for automotive filters. Increasing replacement rate of automotive filters on

https://www.factmr.com/connectus/sample?flag=S&amp;rep_id=33


the back of necessity for passenger car maintenance is further expected to drive the market

growth. Automotive filter sales in passenger cars are expected to hold the largest revenue share

of the market, registering the highest CAGR through 2022. LCVs will remain the second largest

vehicles for automotive filters sales in the market. Sales of automotive filters in lawn mowers

and off-road vehicles are estimated to exhibit the lowest CAGR throughout the forecast period.

IAM will remain the largest sales channel in the global automotive filter market, with sales poised

to exhibit the highest CAGR through 2022. Automotive filter sales in IAM are anticipated to

surpass US$ 10,000 Mn in revenues by 2022-end. OES will continue to be the second most

lucrative sales channel for automotive filters. Automotive filter sales in OEM are estimated to

register a sluggish expansion through 2022.

For critical insights on this market, request for methodology here –

https://www.factmr.com/connectus/sample?flag=RM&rep_id=33

Key Points Covered in Automotive Filters Industry Survey

Market Estimates and Forecasts 2016-2031

Key drivers and restraints shaping market growth

Segment-wise, Country-wise, and Region-wise Analysis

Competition Mapping and Benchmarking

Market Share Analysis

Key Product Innovations and Regulatory Climate

COVID-19 Impact on Automotive Filter Market and How to Navigate

Recommendation on a Key Winning Strategy

Automotive filter market forecast analysis by Fact.MR

Key Segments Covered

Product Type

Automotive Fuel Filter

Automotive Oil Filter

Automotive Intake Air Filter

Automotive Cabin Air Filter

Filter Media

Synthetic Automotive Air Filter

Cellulose Automotive Air Filter

For in-depth competitive analysis, buy now – https://www.factmr.com/checkout/33

Key players in the global automotive filters market include Roki Co., Ltd., Denso Corporation,

https://www.factmr.com/connectus/sample?flag=RM&amp;rep_id=33
https://www.factmr.com/checkout/33


MAHLE GmbH, ALCO Filters Ltd., Hollingsworth and Vose Company, Donaldson Company, Inc.,

Toyota Boshoku Corporation, K&N Engineering, Inc., Mann + Hummel GmbH, Parker Hannifin

Corporation, and Cummins, Inc.

Explore Fact.MR’s Comprehensive Coverage on Automotive Landscape

Advanced Suspension Control System Market Forecast, Trend Analysis and Competition Tracking-

Global Market Insights 2018 to 2028 – https://www.factmr.com/report/2118/advanced-

suspension-control-system-market

Driveline System for Electric Vehicle Market Forecast, Trend Analysis and Competition Tracking-

Global Market Insights 2018 to 2028- https://www.factmr.com/report/2115/driveline-system-for-

electric-vehicle-market

Zeropressure Tires Market Forecast, Trend Analysis and Competition Tracking-Global Market

Insights 2018 to 2028 – https://www.factmr.com/report/2114/zeropressure-tires-market

About Us:

Market research and consulting agency with a difference! That’s why 80% of Fortune 1,000

companies trust us for making their most critical decisions. While our experienced consultants

employ the latest technologies to extract hard-to-find insights, we believe our USP is the trust

clients have on our expertise. Spanning a wide range – from automotive & industry 4.0 to

healthcare & retail, our coverage is expansive, but we ensure even the most niche categories are

analyzed. Our sales offices in United States and Dublin, Ireland. Headquarter based in Dubai,

UAE. Reach out to us with your goals, and we’ll be an able research partner.

Contact:

US Sales Office:

11140 Rockville Pike

Suite 400

Rockville, MD 20852

United States

Tel: +1 (628) 251-1583

Corporate Headquarter:

Unit No: AU-01-H Gold Tower (AU),

Plot No: JLT-PH1-I3A,

Jumeirah Lakes Towers,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Email: sales@factmr.com

Visit Our Website: https://www.factmr.com
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